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Unit CB1.4.001 Date dug 02.11.09
Locus CB14000

End levels 405.85
Over unit(s) 00.2.00

Beg. Levels 400.3.60
Under unit(s) N/A

Volume 2.049 L
Soil: color, texture, inclusions

Pottery wt. 14.40 Kg

Other finds
Ldm RAS AL FUKA
Span MID BRONZE-E. MCDOERN

Description and extent
- REMOVAL OF TOPSOIL IN
  THE E. 2M OF THE NE Q OF
  CB1.4
- CAME DOWN ON AMI
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Unit CB1.4.002  Date dug 05.VI.09

Beg. Levels

a 403.35
b 403.20

Under unit(s) CB1.4.001

Volume 730 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
YELLOW-BROWN, SITTY, COBBLE-Boulders, 80%

Pottery wt. 18.95 kg

Ldm KAFAR HAMANYA
Span EM BRONZE-E. ROMAN

Description and extent

- REMOVAL OF SUBSOIL ON EITHER SIDE OF THE NS WALL (CB1.4001)
  TO CLEARIFY THE WALL/HEM.-CIRCULAR INSTALLATION (?15012 SOMETHING ?)

- CAME DOWN ON ADDITIONAL STONE S (RIGHT BENEATH THE S. ELEVATION)
  A CONTINUATION AS CB1.4001

- SEMI-CIRCULAR INSTALLATION 1MS
  2 ADDITIONAL COURSES OF STONE BENEATH THE UPPER LEVEL.

- ENTIRE SW CORNER IS STONE (UNL?
  SEMI-CIRCULAR THING)

Other finds 1592-LE BONE FRAGS FR. WASH

Start

N 2.42
E 2.49
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Unit CB1.4.003 Date dug OS:VII. 09
Beg. Levels CB1.4.001
Under unit(s) CB1.4.001, CB1.4.002
Volume 120 L
End levels CB1.4.001
Over unit(s) CB1.4.003

Pottery wt. 4.80

Other finds

Ldm SF+SANDY COOK+SPATTER MCRT
Span AEGETAN AMPHORA
E. BRONZE-PERSIAN KILN

Description and extent

- REMOVAL OF RUBBLE WHICH IS OBSCURING THE UNIT
- ONCE RUBBLE WAS REMOVED, THE STONES BENEATH WERE DISCOVERED TO BE ON DIRT. AS SUCH THEY WILL BE REMOVED IN A SUBSEQUENT UNIT.
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Unit CB1.4.004  Date dug 06.11.09

Beg. Levels 463.51

Under unit(s) CB1.4.005
Volume 80 l

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
Yellow (Brown/Gray Brown) 5117, 68-82001, 907

Pottery wt. 2.6 Kg

Ldm SF + Sandy Cook E1M Bronze-Pers

Span

Description and extent

- Continued removal of rubble which is obscuring CB1.4001.

End 3.05

Locus CB14004

End levels 463.10

Over unit(s) CB1.4.005

Other finds 1593-13 bone frags fr. wash
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Unit CB1.4.005  Date dug 06.VII.09
End 004
Beg. Levels 463.10
Under unit(s) CB1.4.004
Volume 120 L
Soil: color, texture, inclusions

Pottery wt. 3.2 kg
Ldm SF + SANDY COOK + SPA+7748
Span H BRONZE - PE751/HZU

Other finds 1594-9 bone frags

Description and extent
- Removal of soil beneath the rubble removed in CB1.4.004

START 3.05

END 3.20

Cobble in NW 3.19